
Another WiGL-enabled Product 

 

WiGL is proud to announce that we have entered into another tentative products agreement. 

This time with Project Overlord, specifically to work with their latest endeavor, RimTech. 

WiGL believes that a vehicle-based Internet of Things (IoT) technology like RimTech 

demonstrates a solution that coincides perfectly with our vision of future Smart Cities 

populated by touchless Wireless Power Transfer (tWPT) networks. Additionally, an 

agreement between our companies could deliver amazing vehicle based IoT solutions for 

consumers everywhere. 
 

WiGL’s patented wireless networks allow for all forms of battery powered tech to partner 

and move towards the future of 21st century wireless power. WiGL is excited to include 

RimTech in our vision of wirelessly powered devices and believes the benefits of this 

partnership…could be limitless. In addition to getting RimTech involved in our Smart Cities 

initiative(s), WiGL also sees the benefits of including tWPT technologies in Electrical 

Vehicles (EV).  

 

A marriage between WiGL + IoT devices + EVs that can recharge and/or power RimTech 

devices could allow for: 

1. unlimited wireless power that moves with you 

2. greater battery life through wireless recharging  

3. the ability to track and trace vehicles in real-time (helping to fight crime) 

 

WiGL’s vision for the future, to create smart tWPT networks using all forms of commercial 

off the shelf (COTS) hardware, has not changed. Partnering with RimTech creates another 

COTS avenue of necessity for consumers, auto-dealers, and insurance companies. The 

wireless charging market offers $25 billion in possibilities and deals like this only help to 

broaden the horizons of WiGL-enabled COTS products. 

https://www.startengine.com/rimtech


 

We are very excited about what the future has in store for wireless power products and 

cannot wait to see how both companies thrive from this strategic relationship!  

  

 
  

This Reg. A+ offering (bit.ly/3vTfufH) is made available through StartEngine Primary, LLC, member 

FINRA/SIPC. Please read the Risk Factors (bit.ly/367hpCM) disclosure before investing. This 

investment is speculative, illiquid, and involves a high degree of risk, including the possible loss of 

your entire investment. 
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